
Class 3 word problem (Question 11 to 
20) 

11)Monthly income of Nazma Begum is Tk. 8950 and her monthly expenditure is Tk. 8725.How much is 

her monthly savings? 

12)Sum of two numbers is 8430. One of them is 5275.What is the other number? 

13)Mr. Ajoy went to Bazar with Tk.4250. After marketing, he had Tk.890 left with him. How much did he 

spend? 

14)The number of population of Syedpur village is 3876. The number of males is 1943. What is the 

number of females? 

15)In a cricket match England scored 375 runs and Australia 405 runs in first innings. In second innings, 

Australia scored 370 runs and England 400 runs. What was the total runs the two teams scored in the 

match?  

16)Luna has Tk. 2650 and Suma has Tk. 1230 .How many more taka does Luna have? 

17) In a school, there are 1475 students. The number of girl students is 930. What is the number of boy 

students? 

18)In a cricket game, Bangladesh scored 386 runs and Australia scored 242 runs. Which team scored 

more runs and how many more runs? 

19)In the book fair Mr. Sumon sold books worth Tk.3260 on the first day and worth Tk.5785 on the 

second day. How many taka more did he get on the second day? 

20)In a nursery there are 988 Rose saplings and 672 China rose saplings . How many more Rose saplings 

are there in that nursery? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Solution of the above math(11 to 20) of 
class 3 

 

11)Solution: 

 Monthly income is       8950  taka 

Expenditure is  (-)        8725  taka 

Monthlysaving  =           225  taka. 

Ans:  Monthly saving of Nazma Begum is 225 taka. 

 

12) Solution: 

                  Sum of two numbers is   8430  

        One of them is   (-)        5275     

                    Other number is   =      3155 

Ans: Other number is 3155. 

 

13) Solution: 

       Mr. Ajoy  went to market with   4250 taka 

  Left amount    (-)                     890 taka  

                      Spend                  =          3360  taka 

Ans: Mr.Ajoy spent 3360 taka. 

 

 

14) Solution: 

     In Syedpur village, 



     The number of  totalpopulation is     3876 

The number of male is (-)          1943 

The number of female is   =                    1933 

Ans: The number of female is 1933 

 

15) Solution: 

In first innings, 

      England scored    375 runs 

Australia scored (+)  405 runs 

        Total      =              780 runs. 

In second innings, 

    Australia scored   370 runs 

England scored   (+) 400 runs 

Total =                  770 runs. 

In two innings, 

Total runs were  (780+770) runs 

=  1550  runs. 

Ans: The two teams scored in the match were 1550 runs. 

 

16)Solution:  

Luna has      2650 taka 

 Suma has(-) 1230 taka 

      More   = 1420 taka 

Ans: Luna has  1420 taka more. 

 



17) Solution: 

  In a school, 

             Total number of students is      1475 

             Number of girl students is (-)      930        

            Number of boy students is  =       545. 

Ans:The number of boy students is 545 

 

18) Solution: 

In a cricket game, 

        Bangladesh scored    386  runs 

        Australia scored(-)     242 runs 

                         More =        144 runs. 

Ans:Bangladesh team scored more runs and  144 runs more. 

 

19) Solution: 

In a book fair Mr. Sumon sold, 

On the second day    5785  taka  

 On the first day(-)    3260  taka 

       More     =            2525  taka 

Ans: He got on the second day 2525 taka more. 

 

20) Solution: 

In a nursery , 

        Rose saplings are       988 

China rose saplings are(-) 672 

  More                         =         316 

Ans:There are 316 Rose saplings more  in that nursery. 


